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Unit 1: Time
Grammar: Question forms, Present simple and Adverbs of frequency;
Vocabulary: Daily life, free time activities, Likes and dislikes, the Weather.
Skills development: Talking about likes and dislikes, Writing a web post
Visual text comprehension: Adventure sports in Chile (video)
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Unit 2: Inside, outside
Grammar: Present simple and Present continuous, Relative clauses
Vocabulary: Street life, Household objects, Phrases with on
Skills development: Asking for and giving directions, Writing text messages
Visual text comprehension: London’s changing skyline (video)
Unit 2 Review activities

Unit 3: Going up, going down
Grammar: Past simple, Past continuous, Irregular past verbs
Vocabulary: Movement, adjectives for describing feelings, Adverbs of manner
Skills development: Telling and responding to a story, Writing an informal email describing an event
Visual text comprehension: The RRS discovery (video)
Unit 3 Review activities

Unit 4: Changes and challenges
Grammar: Verbs with –ing and to, going to and Present continuous for the future
Vocabulary: Life stages and events, Internet activities, Use of get
Skills development: Inviting and making arrangement
Visual text comprehension: Esplorio (video)
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Unit 5: Stuff and things
Grammar: Articles and quantifiers
Vocabulary: Adjectives for describing objects, Money, Suffixes
Skills development: Explaining words you don’t know
Visual text comprehension: The Dubai Mall (video)
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Unit 6: People
Grammar: Making comparisons, Present perfect simple and Past simple, Present perfect simple with just, already and yet
Vocabulary: Adjectives for describing character, Family, Adjective prefixes
Skills development: Giving and responding to news
Visual text comprehension: Nettlebed (video)
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Unit 7: Travel
Grammar: Prediction (will, might), Indefinite pronouns and adverbs (something, anyone, everybody, nowhere, etc.)
Vocabulary: Transport, Holidays, ed- and –ing adjectives
Skills development: Recognizing paraphrasing, Checking into a hotel, Short notes and messages
Visual text comprehension: Beijing subway (video)
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Unit 8: Language and learning
Grammar: Ability (can, be able to), obligation, necessity and permission (must, have to and can)
Vocabulary: Make and Do
Skills development: Asking for clarification, Completing a form
Visual text comprehension: Career change (video)
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Unit 9: Body and mind
Grammar: If + present simple + will/won’t/might, Present tenses in future time clauses
Vocabulary: Body and actions, Health and fitness, Verbs and prepositions
Skills development: Asking for help and giving advice, Writing a formal covering letter
Visual text comprehension: Sports scholarship in the USA (video)
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Unit 10: Food
Grammar: Uses of the –ing form, the Passive
Vocabulary: Describing food, Words with more than one meaning
Skills development: Understanding reference words in a text, Explaining and dealing with problems
Visual text comprehension: Koreatown (video)
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Unit 11: World
Grammar: If + past tense + would, Used to

Vocabulary: Global issues, Phrasal verbs

Skills development: Talking about past habits and situations, Expressing and responding to opinions

Visual text comprehension: The European Union (video)
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Unit 12: Work

Grammar: Present perfect simple with for and since

Vocabulary: Jobs, professions and workplaces, Phrases with in

Skills development: Writing a Curriculum Vitae, Answering questions in a job interview

Visual text comprehension: Personal assistant (video)

Unit 12 Review activities
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